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ABSTRACT  

The financial institution price range export of Indian machinery, manufactured goods, 

consultancy and generation services on deferred charge time period. EXIM financial 

institution promotes exports thru an expansion of touchdown and carrier programmes. 

these programmes are tailored to satisfy the desires of different consumer companies, 

viz, Indian exporters, overseas entities and commercial banks. EXIM bank undertakes 

cofinancing with international and regional improvement businesses and assists 

Indian exporters of their efforts to take part in such distant places tasks. 
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INTRODUCTION  

beneath the situations, developing economics like India which has taken-off for 

financial improvement and that's in its preliminary stages of improvement, require 

inflow of foreign era and capital goods imports till it reaches the stage of self-reliant 

increase. during the later degrees of monetary improvement, it has to preserve the 

pace of financial improvement  through developing indigenous technology but within 

the transitional degrees, it has to rely on import of capital items and permit switch of 

superior technology from overseas. recently, below the new monetary coverage for 

1990-1993 of India, various economic reform measures had been added through 

government of India in view of the serious inner and outside economic problems, like 

increasing burden of foreign debt, falling foreign exchange reserves owing to falling 

exports and rising imports, low levels of economic improvement requiring import of 

advanced generation and capital items from overseas, internal problems of inflation, 

unemployment and poverty etc. The essential shift of the coverage is from "controls" 
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to encouragement" i.e. the tone of the coverage is "liberalisation" for setting up a free 

business enterprise marketplace economy which may additionally result in monetary 

growth. After terminating the Import-export policy for 1988-1990. year in advance, 

the authorities announced on April 30, 1990, a new Import-Export policy for a 3 year 

duration from April 1 1990 to March 31, 1993. The coverage announcement makes it 

clean; "development in our stability of payments function may be achieved now not a 

lot via import curtailment as via merchandising of exports." the new coverage has, 

therefore, furnished similarly momentum to the continuing manner of liberalisation 

with emphasis on strengthening the impulses of commercial and export boom.1  

1.1 EXPORT FINANCING EARLIER THAN EXIM BANK 

Before the Exim bank came into life, a battery of establishments have been found 

engaged in financing the export alternate such as the Reserve bank of India, IDBI and 

ECGC. industrial Banks used to provide pre-cargo or put up-cargo credit to the 

exporting network whether the initiatives might be of manufacturing nature or of easy 

trading. At gift additionally, they may be engaged in the work. RBI has additionally  

provided the refinancing facilities to the industrial banks in appreciate of the sports 

promoting exports. before the status quo of Exim bank, the use of a’s exports and 

imports had been financed by using the economic improvement bank of India (IDBI) 

through its worldwide Finance Wing (installation in 1976). earlier than the 

establishment of Exim financial institution, the use of a’s exports and imports had 

been financed through the commercial development bank of India (IDBI) thru its 

global Finance Wing (set up in 1976). in the six years that this wing functioned, the 

total mortgage portfolio may want to display best Rs.one hundred seventy corers 

because the out status. IDBI had initiated scheme of directly supplying credit to 

exporters in addition to refinancing in recognize of export credit score granted by 

using business banks. The complete global Finance Wing turned into taken over by 

way of the Exim bank, which has drastically enlarged the scope of its sports.2  

 
1 A guide to Exporting From India- Ajay Srivastava 
2 Foreign Trade, Export-Import Policy and Regional Trade Agreements of India - Vibha Mathur 
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1.2 IDBI: A MOM GROUP OF EXIM BANK 

The industrial improvement financial institution of India is the mother organization of 

EXIM financial institution. earlier than established order of EXIM bank, this 

institution (IDBI) furnished the facilities of export finance to exporters from July 

1964 to Feb. 1982. To gain the objectives of increasing overseas exchange of India, it 

formulated various finance schemes. it's far pertinent to take a look at the schemes 

operated by means of IDBI in export financing. the economic development financial 

institution of India become established on July 1, 1964, as a completely owned 

subsidiary of the RBI. In phrases of the public economic organization laws 

(modification) Act, 1975, the possession of the IDBI changed into transferred to the 

vital government with effect from February sixteen, 1976. Its authorized capital at 

established order was Rs. 50 corers and its issued capital become Rs. 10 corers at that 

time. The most outstanding characteristic of the IDBI became that it turned into 

assigned the function of main economic organization for co-coordinating, in 

conformity with the countrywide priorities, the sports of the group engaged in 

financing, promoting or developing industry. The bank additionally assisted business 

difficulty engaged within the research and improvement of any method or product, or 

in providing unique or technical understanding or other services from the advertising 

of business growth3. 

1.3 ROLE OFIDBI IN EXPORT FINANCING 

the economic improvement bank of India turned into installation as a part of 

recognized and included shape of industrial financing institutions within the geared to 

the desires of speedy industrialization. within the beginning export financing become 

not its most important operational pastime. yet it began export financing only with the 

scheme of refinancing of medium-term export credit, but regularly there was an boom 

in the number of export financing schemes. IDBI continues to be working for fast 

industrialization inside the use but export financing isn't always its operation these 

 
3 Guide to Export Oriented Units, EHTPs, STPs and Special Economic Zones- P. Veera Reddy and 

P.Mamath 
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days. IDBI worked in this location only up to Feb. 1982. The IDBI operated many 

scheme for meeting the financing necessities of the exporters. The overall 

performance of IDBI beneath those various schemes are analysed in the next 

paragraphs. hence IDBI operated in Export- financing location from July 1964 to 

Feb., 1982. And to gain the objected of financing facilitating and selling foreign 

change of India it had formulated various finance schemes.  

1.4 REMOTE PLACES INVESTMENT FINANCE SCHEME  

This scheme become delivered via IDBI in March 1979. underneath this scheme, 

assistance changed into sanctioned to facilitate Indian participation in the equality of 

joint ventures abroad. though this scheme became brought in 1978-1979, no 

disbursement changed into made for the duration of that year out of a sanction of 2.6 

crore. The real disbursement i.e. of 0.7 crore commenced in the course of the yr 1979-

eighty and it picked up at some stage in 1980-eighty one amounting to Rs. 3.2 crores. 

This scheme facilitated Indian participation in overseas joint ventures located in 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Yugoslavia, Srilanka, 

Singapore and Greece. The cumulative sanctions and disbursements below the 

scheme due to the fact that its inception up to now amounted to Rs. 20.8 crores and .9 

crores respectively. The hobby rate became 11.eighty five in keeping with cent in 

1979-80 which turned into expanded to 12. 3% in 1980-1981.4 

1.5 ESTABLISHMENT OF EXIM BANK 

Therefore, retaining in view the above hints, the idea for putting in an export-import 

financial institution took concrete shape under the Chairmanship of the then 

commerce Minister, Sh. Mohan Dharia. Export-Import bank of India invoice, 1981 

was exceeded by means of both the houses of Parliament and bank changed into 

installation on January 1st, 1982 for the reason of financing, facilitating, promoting 

global exchange of India. The inauguration of the export-import financial institution 

 
4 Aitken, Hugh T., “Accounting Related to Export Credits Insurance and Finance”, International 

Journal of Accounting; Fall 1969, Vol. 5, Issue 1, pp. 71-78 
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of India by using the then Finance Minister (Mr. Pranab Mukherji) fulfilled the dream 

of our exporters. EXIM bank became set up with an authorized capital of Rs. 2 

hundred corers. The paid up capital of EXIM financial institution on 31st Dec. 1982 

turned into Rs. seventy five corers, wholly subscribed by the govt, of India.  

Besides, EXIM bank become permitted to elevate sources from the open marketplace 

each in India and outdoor India. it's far legal to borrow from RBI and government, of 

India. it has been ensured that the EXIM financial institution does not suffer for need 

of resources. As at March 31, 2008, the financial institution had a paid-up capital of 

Rs. 11.0 billion. As at March 31, 2006, internet really worth of the bank become 

Rs.32.05 billion. The financial institution additionally increases funds from home and 

worldwide markets. In 1982 financial institution installed with a certified capital of 

Rs. 200 corers and paid up capital of Rs. 750 hundreds of thousands which has 

elevated to Rs. 2568 million on March 1991. The authorized capital of the bank has 

extended to Rs. 2000 corers (20000 thousands and thousands) within the yr 2007-08. 

Now let us have a comparative examine the export financing of IDBI and EXIM 

financial institution in its preliminary years. As already noted, EXIM bank became 

hooked up in March 1982 to take over the export financing wing which was carried 

on by IDBI considering July 1964. So a essential analysis has been made on the way 

to find out that whether or not it's far going to fulfil the targets for which it changed 

into mounted and whether there are enhancements in export financing centers which 

have been brought in via the establishment of EXIM bank5.  

1.6 BUSINESS ENTERPRISE OF THE BANK 

The EXIM financial institution has to serve as an export development financial 

institution and no longer just a financing body. Its sample and structure has been 

adjusted to its purpose. The modalities of such an association had been spelt out 

surely in committee set up via the trade Ministry with Mr. B. D. Kumar as Chairman. 

financial institution has a useful corporation setup aware of the needs of export 

 
5 Dietrich, Ethel B., “British Export Credit Insurance “, American Economic Review; June 1935, Vol. 

25, Issue 2, p236-249 
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businesses. Exim bank is controlled by using a Board of directors, which has 

representatives from the authorities, Reserve bank of India, Export credit assure 

organisation (ECGC) of India, a financial institution, and the general public region 

banks. that allows you to contain the exporting network in all policy decision of the 

bank their representatives are further nominated on the Board of the bank.  

At gift, Board of administrators is constructed from members consisting of Chairman 

and handling directors, at the same time as in 1982, there have been thirteen 

individuals. Likewise, there was once an government Director in the past within the 

control team of the financial institution. however, this function become abolished as 

soon as but this role is again created. And now there are government administrators in 

the management team. a brand new role has additionally been created who's referred 

to as as chief legal advisor. except the Board, there are government directors, 

fashionable Managers, Deputy widespread Managers and one chief legal marketing 

consultant additionally, who help the chairman of the Board. The bank's features are 

segmented into numerous operating organizations consisting of: company Banking 

group which handles a spread of financing programmes for Export oriented devices 

(EOUs), Importers, and overseas funding through Indian organizations. task Finance / 

change Finance group handles the entire range of export credit score offerings which 

includes dealer's credit, pre-shipment credit, consumer's credit, and finance for export 

of projects & consultancy services, guarantees, forfeiting etc. strains of Credit group, 

lines of credit score (LOC) is a financing mechanism that gives a safe mode of non-

recourse financing option to Indian exporters, mainly to SMEs, and serves as an 

effective marketplace access tool. Agri enterprise organization, to spearhead the 

initiative to promote and guide Agri exports. The organization handles initiatives and 

export transactions within the agricultural quarter for financing. Small and Medium 

organizations institution to the specific financing necessities of export orientated 
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SMEs. The group handles credit score proposals from SMEs under diverse lending 

programmes of the bank6.  

1.7 GOALS OF EXIM BANK 

The principle objective of Export-Import bank of India is to offer financial assistance 

to exporters and importers, and to feature as the major economic organization for 

coordinating the running of establishments engaged in financing export and import of 

products and services as a way to promote the united states of america's worldwide 

trade. The Exim bank may additionally grant in or out of doors India loans and 

advances by using itself or in participation with any financial institution or economic 

institution whether or not in or out of doors India for the functions of export or import 

and shall also function because the major monetary institution for co-ordinating the 

operating of establishments engaged in financing of the export and import.  

1.8 EXPORT DEVELOPMENT FUND 

EXIM bank of India has a unique improvement Fund. This fund is used basically for 

marketplace intelligence, surveys, and other promotional sports in addition to 

financing of such segments of export-import change which can be crucial to the and 

which other establishments won't be organized to adopt. beneath the Export 

development Fund, EXIM financial institution provides financial help, with the prior 

approval of the authorities of India, after gratifying itself that such help is necessary 

as a count of priority, inside the interest of international alternate of united states. An 

quantity of Rs. 25.46 million changed into transferred from IDBI to EXIM bank on 

Marchl, 1982, which changed into beneath the development help Fund, now referred 

to as Export improvement Fund. The report of the protection of Export development 

Fund is stored one by one as that of well known Fund 

 

 
6 Schich, Sebastian T., “An option-Pricing Approach to the Cost of Export Credit Insurance”, Geneva 

Papers on Risk & Insurance - Theory; June 1997, Vol. 22, Issue 1, pp. 43-58 
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1.9 FUNCTION OF TRADE WITHIN THE MONETARY IMPROVEMENT 

The function of trade inside the monetary improvement of a rustic is widely 

recognized. The classical and neo-classical economists connected so much importance 

to worldwide change in a country’s monetary development that they regard it as a 

engine of boom. The financial development of maximum of the prevailing industrially 

advanced countries of the global is because of their ever-expanding outside exchange. 

for instance, it become change that brought growth to the united states. america 

obtained a big influx of labour and overseas capital from Europe to which it exported 

meals and raw material, which it become nicely proper to produce. The advantages of 

foreign change are each direct and indirect. 

(a) Direct Advantages 

While a country specialise in the manufacturing of a few goods due to worldwide 

alternate and division of labour, it exports those commodities which it produces 

cheaper in trade for what others can produce at lower price. It profits from trade and 

there may be boom in countrywide income which, in flip, increases the extent of 

output and growth price of financial system. thus the better degree of output thru 

change has a tendency to interrupt the vicious circle of poverty and promote financial 

improvement. In much less developed international locations, due to low per capita 

profits and small domestic marketplace, sufficient quantity of output can't be 

absorbed. international alternate widens the marketplace and will increase the 

motivation to make investments income and saving thru more green aid allocation. 

alternate consistent with comparative benefit effects in a “greater green employment 

of the effective forces of the arena,” and this is to be taken into consideration the 

“direct competitively priced advantage of overseas exchange. but there are, except, 

indirect results, which must depend as blessings of a high order.” one of the maximum 

vast “oblique” blessings, in line with Mill, is “the tendency of every extension of the 

marketplace to enhance the tactics of manufacturing. a country which produces for a 

bigger marketplace than its personal, can introduce a more extended division of 

labour, can  make extra use of equipment, and is more likely to make inventions and 
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enhancements in the techniques of manufacturing.” any other vital end result “mainly 

applicable to an early nation of industrial development,” is that “the opening of a 

overseas exchange, by using making people familiar with new gadgets, or tempting 

them by means of the simpler acquisition of things which that they had now not 

formerly idea viable, every so often kind of industrial revolution in a rustic whose 

sources had been previously undeveloped for need of energy and ambition in the 

human beings: inducing people who have been happy with scanty comforts and little 

work, to paintings harder for the gratification of their new tastes, and even to store, 

and acquire capital, for the still greater complete delight of those tastes at a destiny 

time.” Myint’s application of smith’s ‘ vent for surplus’ concept to the less evolved 

nations for measuring profits from global alternate states that the introduction of 

overseas exchange opens up the opportunity of a capacity surplus, in the primary 

producing less evolved international locations. considering that land and labour are 

underutilized inside the traditional subsistence sector in one of these its starting as 

much as overseas exchange provide larger opportunities to supply a surplus of number 

one products and might change it for imports of synthetic merchandise which it 

cannot produce itself. Myint concludes “as opposed to a process of financial increase 

based totally on non-stop upgrades in talents, more efficient re-mixtures of factors and 

growing returns, the nineteenth century enlargement of worldwide trade within the 

underdeveloped countries seems to approximate to a less complicated procedure 

primarily based on constant returns and fairly rigid combos of things. this type of 

procedure of expansion ought to hold easily handiest if it could feed on extra 

components of factors within the required proportions.7  

(b) Indirect Advantages 

Foreign trade enables the developing nations to exchange domestic items having low 

boom capacity for overseas goods with high growth capacity like machinery, capital 

goods, vital raw material and so forth. thus foreign change enables less developed 

 
7 Stephens, Malcolm, “Setting up an export credit insurance agency”, International Trade Forum; 1996, 

Issue 3, pp. 4-11 
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international locations to import capital, equipment and so forth. from developed 

nations, and make the procedure of development faster. First is the “impact” 

corresponding to the static gain from exchange: contemporary real earnings is raised. 

Then there may be the “capital accumulation effect”: an boom in capital accumulation 

effects while components of the static advantage are invested. This quantities to a 

transfer of actual earnings from the present to the destiny instead of an growth in 

present consumption. 1/3 can be the “substitution effect.” this will end result from a 

probable fall in the relative price of investment goods to consumption goods if 

investment items are import-in depth. this would result in an increase within the ratio 

of investment to intake and an increase within the charge of increase8.  

CONCLUSION  

The prevailing look at was undertaken to assess the position of EXIM bank in export 

financing. The have a look at analysed numerous programmes operated by means of 

EXIM bank for export promoting. inside the path of analysis, the study has diagnosed 

the importance of export finance and reviewed the export finance facilities available 

in India. The examine additionally undertook to recognize the instances which caused 

the established order of EXIM financial institution. The have a look at additionally 

evaluated the effect of liberalisation measures on the financial institution’s overall 

performance. This descriptive cum analytical examine supplied valuable informations 

approximately the EXIM financial institution’s operational overall performance in 

export financing. The role of alternate within the economic improvement of a country 

is extensively identified. The classical and neo-classical economists attached so much 

significance to worldwide alternate in a country’s monetary development that they 

regard it as an engine of increase. The economic progress of most of the present 

industrially advanced international locations of the arena is because of their ever-

increasing outside change. Neoclassical college of economists shows that exports 

 
8 Scafuro, Francis X., “American Export Trade Guarantees Vs. Credit Risks”, International Executive; 

Winter 1960, Vol. 2 Issue 1, pp. 21-22 
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make essential contributions to financial boom. There are generally 4 motives 

mentioned for the guide of this speculation:  

a) Fostering specialization facilitates to enjoy the comparative advantages;  

b) Making use of the entire capacity of the plant length, where domestic demand is 

less than the whole capability production;  

c) Getting advantages of the more economies of scale due to big market, and  

d) Growing the charge of investment and technological change. further competition 

inside the world marketplace may additionally assist manufacturer to reduce 

inefficiencies. The export merchandising is an vital consideration for the financial 

system for a quick paced financial improvement. What are the steps that can be taken 

to achieve the increase in exports?  
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